Abstract: Filtration steps are ubiquitous in biotech processes due to the simplicity of operation, ease of scalability and the myriad of operations that they can be used for. Microfiltration, depth filtration, ultrafiltration and diafiltration are some of the most commonly used biotech unit operations. For clean feed streams, when fouling is minimal, scaling of these unit operations is performed linearly based on the filter area per unit volume of feed stream. However, for cases when considerable fouling occurs, such as the case of harvesting a therapeutic product expressed in Pichia pastoris, linear scaling may not be possible and current industrial practices involve use of 20-30% excess filter area over and above the calculated filter area to account for the uncertainty in scaling. In view of the fact that filters used for harvest are likely to have a very limited lifetime, this oversizing of the filters can add considerable cost of goods for the manufacturer. Modeling offers a way out of this conundrum. In this paper, we examine feasibility of using the various proposed models for filtration of a therapeutic product expressed in Pichia pastoris at constant pressure. It is observed that none of the individual models yield a satisfactory fit of the data, thus indicating that more than one fouling mechanism is at work. Filters with smaller pores were found to undergo fouling via complete pore blocking followed by cake filtration. On the other hand, filters with larger pores were found to undergo fouling via intermediate pore blocking followed by cake filtration. The proposed approach can be used for more accurate sizing of microfilters and depth filters. 
Introduction
Pichia pastoris is frequently used as an expression system for the production of therapeutic proteins because it offers high growth rate and is able to grow on a relatively simple and inexpensive medium. A major advantage that Pichia offers over another popular microbial host, E. coli, is that Pichia is capable of inducing correct formation of disulfide bonds (thus reducing the need to refold protein) and to some extent glycosylation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . After the protein has been expressed, clarifying the cell culture broth is the first task that needs to be undertaken as part of downstream processing of a biological therapeutic protein. The main purpose of clarification is to efficiently separate cells, cell debris, and other colloidal matter and deliver a particle-free feed to downstream process steps such as ion exchange and/or protein A chromatography. This is typically achieved by performing centrifugation or filtration based operations such as microfiltration or depth filtration or a combination of these [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Membrane fouling can occur due to deposition of suspended particles on the external surfaces of the filter or within the filter's pores. This results in higher membrane resistance and affects quality of the permeate [11] [12] [13] [14] . Many different models have been proposed in the literature to explain the flux decline. Prominent amongst these are the standard blocking model, intermediate blocking model, cake filtration model, and complete blocking model [15] . In the standard blocking model, particles get accumulated inside the membrane on the pore walls and the resulting constrictions of pores reduce the membrane's permeability. Intermediate blocking model assumes that a portion of particles seal some of the pores while the rest accumulate on the top of the deposited particles. The complete blocking model is based on the premise that the particles are larger than the pore size of the membrane and this results in the particles sealing off the membrane and preventing the flow. Finally, cake filtration model assumes particle accumulation on the membrane surface in a permeable cake of increasing thickness. These mechanisms have been used individually as well as in combination to explain experimental observations [15] .
Hale et al. have investigated use of asbestos based filter-pads for cold sterilization of a tissue culture medium in constant flow rate mode [16] . They found that the transition to a slower plugging rate occurs during filtration at constant rate. Guell et al. have studied the effect of yeast cells on membrane fouling for different protein mixtures in dead-end filtration [17] . They observed that the yeast cake on top of the primary membrane acts as a secondary membrane and retains protein aggregates, thereby reducing protein fouling of the primary membrane. Ho et al. developed a mathematical model for the filtrate flux where pore blockage accounted for initial fouling and subsequent fouling was due to growth of a protein cake or deposit over the initially blocked regions [18] . The model showed excellent agreement with the experimental data obtained during the stirred cell filtration of bovine serum albumin solutions operated at constant pressure through polycarbonate track-etched microfiltration membranes. Velasco et al. studied the fouling mechanism for filtration of bovine serum albumin via dead-end micro filtration at different pH and pressures [19] . They showed the important role of applied pressure on fouling and found that the cake forms only at high pressure, when there is an electrostatic interaction between the protein and membrane. Schick et al. have used a novel automated liquid handling approach in the dead-end filtration [20] . The fluid was pumped at constant flow rate till the maximum pressure is reached and then the fluid handling system was automatically switched to constant pressure. The author found that the yield was increased by 35% when the same filter was operated at constant pressure. Kim et al. have developed models for predicting the performance of low pressure membranes. The developed models could explain the importance of membrane design parameters and explain the experimental observations with respect to membrane performance [21] . Ochirkhuyag et al. have compared the filtration behavior of flocculated and dispersed slurries of alumina particles in gravity filtration [22] . They investigated the effects of the filter diameter, filtration pressure and rotation speed on the filtration flux and found that the filtration flux increased with increase in rotation. At low rotation speeds the filtration flux was independent of pressure, whereas at higher speeds the filtration flux increased along with pressure. Hong et al. [23] have studied the effect of feed water quality and operational parameters on the efficiency of backwashing. They found that backwash efficiency is related to the structure of the cake layer formed. Pegel et al. [24] have screened different depth filters for cell separation and harvest clarification in 200 L scale. Based on the results they calculated optimal filtration set up to the lowest total filter area for 1000 L scale.
Human serum albumin (HSA) is one of the most widely used proteins in the pharmaceutical industry. Traditionally used as a therapeutic agent, the primary function of HSA is restoration and maintenance of blood volumes in situations such as surgery, blood loss and treatment of burns. This article focuses on modeling of filtration based harvest of human serum albumin expressed in Pichia pastoris. Figure 1 illustrates the different approaches that can be used for clarification and product capture. Option 1 involves using microfiltration for clarification of the feed stream. Option 2 uses a combination of centrifugation followed by microfiltration and Option 3 utilizes direct loading of the harvest on the various depth filters. Options 4 and 5 involve direct capture of the fermentation harvest using expanded bed and radial bed. In this paper, we have explored the possibility for clarification of the feed streams using microfiltration and depth filtration. The four models that have been mentioned above were fitted to the experimental data and based on the outcome, a model that can describe the entire data was proposed. 
Theory
Flux decline for a constant pressure dead-end filtration can be described by the following mathematical expression [25] 
where, t is the filtration time, V is the total filtered volume and n is an exponent that depends on the fouling model (n = 0 for cake filtration, n = 1 for intermediate blockage, n = 3/2 for pore constriction, and n = 2 for complete pore blockage).
Standard Blocking Model
When the particle size is smaller than the pore size of the membrane, the particles tend to enter the membrane surface and deposit on the pore walls. This results in a decrease in the pore volume. This decrease is directly proportional to time as per the following expression [25] 1 0 1 2
where, J 0 is the initial flux and Ks is the standard blocking constant (m −1 ).
Complete Blocking Model
This model assumes that each particle arriving at the membrane surface plays an important role in blocking some pores without any superposition of particles. Thus, the effective number of pores decreases during filtration but the area of each pore is assumed to be constant. The total filtrate volume (V) with time (t) is given by
where, K b has the unit of (s −1 ).
Intermediate Blocking Model
This model assumes that each particle can block a membrane pore or settle on other particles that are blocking the pores. The relation between filtrate volume and time is given by the equation
where, K i has the unit of (m −1 ).
Cake Filtration
The pores in this model are assumed to be clogged by the particles and the particles deposit over the membrane surface and form a cake which leads to a decrease in the filtrate volume. This model can be described as
where, K c has a unit of (sm −2 ).
Combined Models for Membrane Fouling
The above mentioned models have also been combined to describe fouling observed in micro filters [26] . Researchers have proposed five fouling models that accounted for the combined effects of the different individual fouling mechanisms mentioned above. These models use two fitted parameters and reduce to the individual models when one mechanism dominates. The author examined the applicability of these models towards sterile filtration of IgG and viral filtration of BSA and concluded that combined caking and complete blockage model yielded the best fit for both data sets.
Experimental Section

Materials
High cell density P. pastoris fermentation broth was cultivated in a 3 L Applikon bioreactor. The fermentation broth had approximately 60% solids and the target protein was expressed extracellularly. For most cases, the broth was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 30 min. After centrifugation, the supernatant was stored in the cold room (4 °C) prior to microfiltration.
Experimental Setup
A dead end filtration feed vessel (stainless steel pressure holder, 200 mL capacity) was used in this investigation. Different membrane modules, each having are of 23 cm 2 area, were attached to the feed vessel as needed and the supernatant was introduced in the feed vessel. Different micro filters and depth filters used in the investigation are shown in Table 1 . Experiments were performed in batch mode using a laboratory-scale setup. Pressure was maintained at 1.5 bar throughout the experiment. After processing, the permeate flowed to a permeate vessel and its weight was measured as a function of time. The weights were converted to volumes using density correlations. Once the initial flux value had declined to about 90%, the microfiltration or depth filtration membrane that was used was discarded and the filtration feed vessel was emptied. The initial flux was calculated based on the initial permeate volume per time during the initial stage of the filtration. Solute concentrations of the filtrate and feed were measured using reversed phase high performance liquid chromatography (RP HPLC). All experiments were conducted at ambient temperature.
Particle Size Distribution Measurement
Particle size distribution of the fermentation broth and the centrifuged streams were measured using a Zetasizer NanoSeries-S90 instrument (Malvern Instrument Limited, Worcestershire, UK). 
Turbidity Measurement
In all cases, turbidity of the feed solution was measured by light scattering using Hach Ratio Turbidimeter (Hach, Loveland, CO, USA).Turbidity was also monitored during all microfiltration and depth filtration experiments. A sample of feed was placed in the cuvette and its turbidity examined. Similarly, the permeate samples from different depth filters and micro filters were also examined.
RP-HPLC
Protein concentration was determined using RP-HPLC using a 4.6 mm × 150 mm Zorbax Eclipse XDB C4 column (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA, USA).Mobile phase consisted of solvents A and B where solvent A was 0.1% (v/v) TFA in water and solvent B was 0.1% (v/v) TFA in 98% of acetonitrile. Flow rate was maintained at 1 mL/min using a linear gradient of A to B at a wavelength of 214 nm.
Results and Discussion
Particle size distributions of the fermentation broth and the centrifuged streams are shown in Figure 2A ,B, respectively. It is seen that the particle size distribution of the fermentation broth includes a substantial population of particles greater than 200 nm (mean particle size) and therefore a significant portion of these particles would be expected to be retained by the membranes, most of which have the pore size ranging from 100-500 nm ( Table 1) . The centrifuged process stream on the other hand shows a mean particle size less than 100 nm and so it is very likely that most of these particles would penetrate the filters.
As seen in Figure 3 , for the case of direct microfiltration (Option 1), the permeate volume was much lower than when centrifugation was followed by microfiltration (Option 2). This is likely due to the larger particles in the fermentation broth. But when the broth was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 30 min and then micro-filtered, the capacity of the filter increased by 10%. This indicates that centrifugation step is essential for removal of the solids in the broth in case of microfiltration. For the case of depth filtration (Option 3), PDK5 andPDH4 depth filters gave the highest capacity at the defined differential pressure of 1.5 bar and gave acceptable filtrate quality with turbidity (<75 NTU for PDK 5 and <40 NTU for PDH4).With PDD1, while lower turbidity values (<30 NTU) were obtained, the filter capacity was lower. EKS-P, EKMP, KS 50 P and PDE2 depth filters provide the turbidity values (<70 NTU) and if used would require a centrifugation step prior to depth filtration. All the filters gave acceptable product recovery (>95%) as analyzed by HPLC. Based on these results, PDK5 and PDH4 depth filters were identified for further evaluation.
Both micro-filters and depth filters exhibited exponential decrease in permeate volume with time, typical of a filtration process operated at constant pressure (Figure 4) . The individual and combined models were applied to all cases and the best fit for the experimental data for each of these filters was identified based on sum of squared residuals (SSR) values. 
Direct Microfiltration (Option 1)
For this case, the fermentation broth was directly added to the feed vessel and constant pressure of 1.5 bars was applied. The mean particle diameter (0.24 µm ) was approximately equal to the pore diameter of the membrane (0.2 µm ). Hence, complete blocking occurred and the complete blocking model was able to explain the fouling that occurred (data not shown). As per this model, the particles completely seal off the pore and prevent the flow. Hence the permeate volume obtained was small (approximately 7 mL) compared to the other cases discussed below.
Centrifugation Followed by Microfiltration (Option 2)
The fermentation broth was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 30 min and then used for evaluation of the micro-filters. As mentioned above, the mean particle size was much smaller as compared to the pore diameter of the membrane. For the EKV filter, none of the four individual models mentioned above were able to explain fouling ( Figure 4A ). Of the four models, the intermediate blocking model provided the best fit for the data. However, significant deviations are observed between the intermediate blocking model and the experimental data, especially at the start of the operation and towards the end of the operation. This indicates that perhaps there are multiple mechanisms that are participating in the fouling of the EKV filter (as shown in Table 2 ). Table 2 . Summary of the combined models used for constant pressure dead end filtration.
Model Component mechanism Equation Parameters Model
Cake-complete 
Cakeintermediate (7) Completestandard (8) Complete blocking,
Completestandard (8) Intermediatestandard (9) Intermediate blocking,
Intermediatestandard (9) Thus, combinations of multiple models were tested ( Figure 4B ). As seen in Table 3 , the combination of the cake filtration model and the complete blocking model yielded the best fit (SSR = 5.17). The best fit was determined by minimizing the sum of squared residuals (SSR) where the residual was equal to the difference between a data point and the model prediction. As per this model, during initial stages the particles seal off the pore entrance. As time progresses, particles accumulate on the membrane surface and form a cake (cake filtration). This could occur if caking and pore blockage are caused by different sets of particles in the feed stream. This might be possible if caking is caused by larger particles that are excluded by the membrane and pore blocking is caused by smaller particles that permeate the cake but are retained in the membrane pores. The individual contribution of the two models was quantified in terms of the coefficients, K c and K b , and it was observed that K c is higher. Thus, cake filtration is the major contributor to fouling in this case. 
Depth Filtration (Option 3)
The fermentation broth was directly loaded on different depth filters (PDH4, PDE2, EKMP, KS50P, EKSP, PDD1, and PDK5). Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the performance of the individual models as well as that of the combined models for the all the seven depth filters. It was seen that of all the single models, the intermediate blocking model comes closest to fitting the data. However, in all cases significant amount of error exists between the prediction of the intermediate blocking model and the actual experimental data. As mentioned above, Pegel et al. [24] have also screened different depth filters for cell separation and harvest clarification. Our flux for Pall PDK5 is approximately half of what they achieved with Pall PDK6. Besides the difference in feed material, the reasons for this difference could be the fact that the authors used constant flow rate for operation while we used constant pressure.
Hence, various combinations of the four models were tested for fitting of the experimental data for all cases. It is observed that a combination of intermediate blocking and cake filtration models provides the best fit for three of the cases (PDK5, PDH4 and PDE2), while the combination of complete blocking and cake filtration provides the best fit for PDD1, EKSP, EKMP and KS50P. A review of the information about these filters (Table 1) Table 3 lists the best plotting model (single or combination) for the corresponding experimental data. The parameters derived from modeling are also shown along with the error fit (SSR). With most depth filters, maximum capacity was achieved for the filters whose pore size is less than 0.8 µm. whereas for the filters with pore size greater than 0.8 µm, the maximum capacity was not achieved. It is seen that for the cases where the pores of the depth filter are smaller (0.1-0.8 µm), a combination of complete blocking and cake filtration provides the best fit. Further in these cases, the contribution from the complete blocking is quite small when compared to that from cake filtration (K b is about 10 7 times smaller than K c ). Hence, in these situations, cake filtration dominates. However, for cases when the pore size of the depth filter is large (0.2-20 µm), a combination of intermediate blocking and cake filtration provides the best fit. The difference in the coefficients for these cases is significantly smaller (10 3 times), thus indicating that in these cases both mechanisms contribute significantly. The work presented here can be used to predict the blocking mechanism based on the filter pore size and this model can then be used for filter sizing. The main advantages of using the single use system are the minimal residual liquid observed during system break-down as compared to the traditional filtration system installed in stainless-steel housings. This significantly reduces the cleaning time for equipment and the process suite as no CIP or cleaning validation studies are required. The single use systems also require shorter cycle times and reduced manufacturing costs. Further, based on these results, we can calculate the optimum area required for the filter at the large scale.
Discussion
Conclusions
Modeling for filtration of a therapeutic product expressed in Pichia pastoris at constant pressure is the focus of this paper. It is observed that none of the individual models yield a satisfactory fit of the data by themselves, thus indicating that more than one fouling mechanism is at work. We were able to correlate the dominating fouling mechanism to the structure of the filter, most notably the pore size distribution. Depth filters with smaller pores were found to undergo fouling via complete pore blocking followed by cake filtration. On the other hand, depth filters with larger pores were found to undergo fouling via intermediate pore blocking followed by cake filtration. The approach proposed here can be used for modeling of microfiltration and depth filtration steps and such modeling can be very useful in accurate sizing of the filters.
